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Introduction
Different strokes for different folks is the service motto for the Handjob Hussies.  All these whores need
is a little bit of lube and a steady right hand to stroke a hard cock until it spurts all over.  Guys, if your
wife has a headache and isn't up for some traditional sex, don't back down and take a stand.  Remember,
all she really needs to use is her hand!

Adult Review
You'll find 11 exclusive episodes at Handjob Hussies that all feature a sexy young slut stroking a hard cock to completion. 
These babes show off their tight bodies and contort themselves into some non-traditional jerk-off positions to maximize their
wrist pressure, which helps provide stiff dicks with the utmost pleasure!
  
  The videos at Handjob Hussies are rather short.  Most average about 10 minutes, but a few are longer.  All are available as
both streams and downloads in MPG and WMV format in 640 x 480 resolution.  DRM is not used, and all episodes can be
viewed as either full length scenes or broken down into smaller chunks.  This is a fairly new handjob site, and updates are
rolling in regularly every 2 weeks. So in a few months this stroke job site should grow nicely.
  
  Every scene features both reels of screen captures and high resolution photo galleries.  The picture collections average well
over 100 pics per update, and are displayed and downloadable in 1024 x 680 resolution.  The pics do a great job of capturing
the advanced tug job techniques of the sexy Handjob Hussies.
  
  If watching hot whores jerk off thick dicks gets you excited enough to join, then you'll be excited to know that just for
taking the Free Preview of Handjob Hussies from The Tongue you can get a full monthly membership for $29.95 a month!
  
  Handjob Hussies is a new site with a small collection of porn videos but as a full monthly member to Handjob Hussies,
you'll also be rewarded with access to many other top notch porn sites, which are listed right next to this review.  These 
included XXX websites provide hundreds of extra exclusive pic sets and videos, so you won't be disappointed.  So if you let
go of your dick and click the join button, pretty soon you'll be watching barely legal babes stroking out jizz from loads of
stunt dicks!

Porn Summary
Sometimes the simplest pleasures in life are the most satisfying.  And what's simpler than having a whore jerk you off  until
you spew your jizz?  These Handjob Hussies will never be mistaken for brain surgeons, but we love them anyway.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Giving your cock the vulcan neck pinch!'
Quality: 83  Updates: 79 Exclusive: 84 Interface: 82
Support: 81 Unique: 80    Taste: 82        Final: 81
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Every 2

Weeks
Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used

Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 11
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